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PREFACE
The complete series of reports is as follows:
This report describes the procedure for estimation of
the flow duration curve for both gauged and ungauged
catchments. It fo~s one of a series of reports
which document the work of the Low Flow Study carried
out at the Institute of Hydrology and funded by the
Department of the Environment.
The first report outlines the scope of the Low Flow
Study; it describes the analysis of the flow data, the
derivation of the relationship between low flows and
catchment characteristics and summarises the estimation
technique. The second report series takes the fo~ of
calculation sheets which describe the underlying
principles of each low flow measure and enable the user
to estimate them from flow data or catchment charac-
teristics; procedures are also given for incorporating
local gauged data at various stages in the estimation
technique. Report No 3 describes the techniques for
calculating catchment characteristics. Report No 4
consists of a series of regional monographs which
detail the relationships between the base flow index
and catchment geology and enables the index to be
estimated at an ungauged site.
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Report No 1
Report No 2
Report No 3
Report No 4
Research Report
Manuals for estimating low flow
measures at gauged or ungauged
sites
A manual describing the techniques
for extracting catchment
characteristics
River basin and regional mono-
graphs describing the relationship
between the base flow index and
catchment geology
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Introduction
The flow duration curve is perhaps the most basic fOrm of data presentation which has
b~~n used in low flow calculation. It shows graphically the relationship between any
given discharge and the percentage of time that the discharge is exceeded. The curve
can be drawn for daily or monthly flow data or for any consecutive D day or month
period. It is frequently used for assessing the dilution rate of sewage effluent and
for assessing licences to abstract water.
This estimation manual describes methods for drawing the curve for the case where
adequate gauged information is available (two years for curves standardised by ADF) ,
and for the case where no data are available. There is also a section on methods of
incorVOfating short or discontinuous flow data at or close to the site of interest.
TO help explain the technique, this manual includes a worked example, the River Pang
at Pangbourne, for which all the c~lculations have been completed. This is laid
out on right-hand pages. Details of three other catchments ~hich can be used for
practice are laid out on the left~hand side, set in italic type.
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nGUU 1.1
Ao",.n .t
IIot,anl'••d Brldg•.
LOCATIQN OF ALL THE EXIlMPLE CATCI-f>1ENTS
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1•1 GENERAL INFORMATlON FOR EXAMPLE CATCI-MENTS
CALCULATION SHEETS
ON THIS SIDE
The River FaZZooh at GZen FaZZooh is in hydrometrio area 85. The site
of interest is at grid referenoe NN321197 and the area of the oatohment
is 80.3 km' ~hioh inoZudes the Dubh Eas oatohment.
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GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE FALLOCH CATCHMENT
10mlle 'GeologiCal Map
of Great Britain'
Sheet 1 [Solid & Drift I
1:51.1000 Sheets 50 & 51
D OqftFree
_ SOUld.'
Clay
Solid - Metamorphic
FXGURE 1.2b
a.
I
b. The Langdon Beak at Langdon is in hydrometria area 25.
of interest is at grid referenoe NY 852309 and the area
is 13.0 km'.
The site
of the oatohment I
FXGURE 1.2c GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE LANGDON CATCHMENT
1:50.000 Geology Map,
"'0.251 Solid & Drift I
I~ :~ :~ :~dGrits
Itt\ttr\\~ Sandstone
_ Lower
Lime8tone
f~~~~~~Boulder Clay
..
Terrac.
Deposits
Scale 1KM
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1.1
Basic data
GENERAL INFORMATION
WORKED EXAMPLE
ON THIS SIDE
I The River Pang at Pangbourne is in hydrometric area 39. The site of interest is atGrid Reference SD 634766 land the catchment area is 171 km2 .
_ L
SUS71 SU67
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SU48 1
SU 47 I
_ L _
l~~~~]~~;~:j~\~~;~~~~\1~1 :a~:~tO;~ B~:~k~.Sham
• London Clay
~~~~~~~~ Reading Bed.8
~Ch.lk
• Clay with Flints
1 : 50000 Geology
Nos 267 & 268
ISolid & prift I
? KM f
Maps,
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FIGURE 1.2a GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE PANG CATCHMENT
3
c. The Roman River at BQunstead Bridge is in hydrometric area 37, The
site of interest is at grid reference TL 980200 and the area of the
catchment is 02,6 km2.
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TL 82 I
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London
Clay
Sands &
Gravels
TL 92 I
1
r
I
I
_ eOUlde,
. Clay
1; SQQOO Geology
Nos 223 ., 24'
[$olld " Drift I
Maps
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FIGUIl~ l. 2d li~OLOGY AND KEY '1'0 MAPS OF THE I!OMAN GATCIlMl;:NT I
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1,2 FLOW DATA FOR DRAWING TH~ FLOW DURATION ~URV~
Tables 1.lb, c and d contain the daily flOW data that are assembled into
Table 2.4b and from which the flow duration curve is prepared.
TABLE l.lb M~'HIJ , ~L1.Ul>' , '~,~L.".:~
,EM. HII l ,,_,~ ~ " ,.,r, 'A' "= "'~ '" ",'~ .,.H" ,-,j"J,'u" . .>'4" • .. l,.;u'l . ,".. J~'> (CLj"I::CS)
'''' ~." 'u ~"H JuL ~,J(, ,,' " . ,,,'v Ole
.~n I.~" L J. ,~~ j .~'-'~ ;.~~., ,. '0' .."~~ 12.1~~ t.llil Plo~QlJ ,
"".,·n I ~.~.jj l.111 10 ;.", ... 7; bl.~j 1,1'1 ".'I~I 9.'>1~ 1.<lM'! 1.'J~1 , uo.~
."""
~,"oJ t.o IY d"<' .~~l 1"":1 ,.1\1 ~. UnJ J.4'<b l.ll~ ~O.IISI
"
.;,
d .. 7 1 •.1,,, l.~,,~ .'i\lj .~h l.~ I~ ".,.~<' <,.h')' J.~6J .H~I ~.4"~ , O~9
.JM" l.r"" I.~"~ .~~I .HI I.d" i.:i'.~ ~.J~~ 1·~~4 1.44" •• ~1l , 5~~
~1 .t'~J I,~H I, I," .~~;J l.~'"'j I, Il~ ~.~o~ ~. "0" I.un~ ~.~il.J ~. 11il ], ]6<0
•
.-:",~"l I.".", 1.~~1 .I~~ ~.""~ l' "jY ). l"~ ~,;Il .I~I , .~7n )~.~H ).013
"
]).110 I.~_y I.' j~ .~7~ ',hl ... .1; j ,l~~ ~.~~ I .bl~ 1.2'>1 5.~llf. 3.Ij~l, ~j .~,~ 2.~~ ; I.~~I ."',l~ 'd.H' j."''''" J.~~ I .~\J7 )J. "1>4 2.03>\ 1.9<,>3
'"
~.p~1 I.~ul Id I~ .~"j '."Y,", • -;~Y .yn I .... I~ .~~~ bV.::I02 ~.~24 ~.171
"
,.~4" 11.~o" I'. j,,? ~.u,,~ .'N.J ( .~l~ ] .2('< dl~ ~,o IS •• 5'>~
12 j •• ~~ ~j·"I.J p'.~'~ ,~I , I.A3" I,~~... ;~~~ .~1l ";41 j.\J1l J.l II Il.~o~
"
i .,,?~ '103'1] ~ ,I" I .oQ" j .41~ 1"~1 .~1l> I. jl9 .BI I.l~~ d.I>JI> 40.07
"
1.11.l ]".:h~ ~.,,'<,~ ...~ I .~I~ I.\ll.~ .I!~ J .I~~
.""'1 1.#2 1'.1!~,1 D.YIjIj
.- I. U~~ J,YII I.~"'" .. ~~ l.IA.l ... /~ .~~ j .• ~"U • 7\2 ~'1.~lb ~n.~~~ ~.In
"
I.ulq ".hl ].1 ,~ ."Ll~ I.~l ~ .~ll .~ I" .~") ........ ~ 4.3ll 1.120
co '>d'j <' • ..,~~ .~4~ h.I"" ~,,,~~
.'1'" .4~.J ).Iu,> 'JU • .J"2 J.4]4 ?6U6
'"
I~.""< ?I~" .1.,. •• J"~ Jd'd •. ,,<~ .~ Ii ,.lid 10141 1 j, "H~ I.Mol 2"."5"
.- lId)Il ~.,,"~ • Il~ ,.41 .• ".~" ;
• '" I
... u ..JI~ ].4'/4 1I"l,13 1.~H" ~'1.!><'4
eo I.<,i'< I ~'"]''' .Il'd 1. 1~" <,.1-<" • I~~ .11" .~"I ] .HI" 1 ".'>b<;l 1,~"'B 4~.~~"
<'I 1."';h ",,"~" ,"10 1. 1<'~ 1.""1 ~ • .J';,. 1,13" .<1>1 <.'>(H HH·V~~ 1..J<~ 10.1>:10
n o.~"" ~.'>." .~ '" .~~~ I.~(' -j.<'''1 J,/h .<,." ).4" I ~~.~ ... J 1.~9<; ',541n ~."'h I;",j" .J.n" <,~,.45 I.~,~ h'~' l.~,,~ dUo l.~~~ I.J"3 ~. 7~~ 14,9H
"
N.h" ~."~.J ]2. I"'" ~.~" I " I" .. "."H toll" ";.Ji .~.2 H.I"I ".on2 5,)31;>5 jJd"" j.<'.1 .,.';·'i I'''~} ~,""~ I".~<'.i 11.1,,7 .:J13 ,bI'~ 1':;1" 1>.~1)4 ..,.1.."
<" 4.'>1 , <. I I. 40<'." 1.,,'< ".<'Y.; iI." I] ..,.,,~., .J.b'~ J.I4H j.""3 H. !21 HoJ,>Jn ~.l~i <.~.J<' J. 1 '>I .,'~4 u."'? 1].0."., ..... ,,~ ".141 1.~IH ] ,.JJ'> 1.00~ 2.7"52" <.'>1,j <',"oj ",""4 ·.<)'Ii, 4. '" 1 •• M.) <'.'><;1.; /1 •• '.l 1.'''7 ] .U~'1 2,~ I' 1.25.1
<,4
"'''·1 ".r"~ ."l' j • .,.h,' .J.II<, I,"~) J.<';5 ~d~'" 1 oIU9 ".21'l .~t:l
'"
I.", "'4'.1 ,""'> I,> • ..,.,.., <01 1" I,~ l" U.ldu ~.lH" ~.41l4 2.H~4
·"'>1
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l.lt" i. ,~~ •• I"k '''.~" I I~.~jd •• ~ ... J .£>7.J
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1 .2 FLO',! DATA FOR DRA\"ING mE FLOH DURATION CURVE
'.,',J ~-,.Lc l. Ta CQn tains the daily flow data that are assembled into Table 2.1 and from
which the flow duration curve is prepared as described in Chapter 2.
TABLE l.la
~------~..
39"" PAN',
"
P'NG~OU~NE
YO~ 1"'1 "UM"t~
"
UMS .ITH O_Th ", MtA~. .80~ ~I~I"U~ .~na MUI~u~ ~. ~60 ICU~HS)
""
"n '0' ." 4uG ,,, "n '"" '"
.SlJ I. 11 ~ .109 .Mo .993 ,,~S 1.090 ,61g ."5~ .~19 .'M .567
••9. I."" .899 .8.8 .9~5 .67< L.060 ,197 .6~. ••95 ..~~ .551..~, j.HO .8<b .6<~ ,900 .61? I.OU • eH .~5• .5-. .059 .538
,H\ l-J.n .116 .826 .ass ,652 1,020 ,189 .6~3 ,499 .457 .521
.'''1 .90_ .7~1 • 839 .a~• .661 1.030 • Bl) .632 ••as .~S6 .~O8
• ,HJ .63_ .1~8 .811 .81B .66J 1.0\0 .817 .~IJ .OML .544 .50b,
.68' .Bl" .121 .Bli .aH .~10 .996 ,180 .602 •• H .520 ,'91>
"
.711 .789 .755 .B19 .B21 .b89 1.0)0 • 7~2 .I>D2 • H' .Sl] ••9 •
"
.,~e .eDJ .150 .901 .~)1 1.\70 .980 .1119 .6DJ ••81 .091 .,09
"
.~~. .18'> .H) .B86 .190 l.ll° .96' .759 .1>07 .416 .'8' ••92
"
.5"1 .77) .11' .In .re] 2.960 .9.1> .1]9 .59S • H] .41/ •• 8 •
i2 .~tO .71>9 ,718 .e"9 .lba 2.DBO .929 .709 .590 "9~ .'8S .'H
"
.5DJ .769 .122 .8\S .n5 1 •• BO .US .758 .582 .51J .H7 "6S
<- .~.,. "9• .1]3 .81S .1]5 1. 9 00 .80Q .1B5 .59. .blB "S, ••6]
"
.~'6 .Q~7 1.200 ."02 .115 2.1"0 .196 .7S] .59b • 532 .... ••bJ
"
.b2i' .8,. .9bS .800 .103 1.580 .r8l .119 .580 .b55 .ol" .055
"
."~S .Qo' ).19" .76a .IH loll0 .787 .1>9] .5.B .71>9 .'08 ••S2
'"
."3C .8A9 2.200 .766 .1<1> 1••50 .701 .102 .S"2 .1>\2 .46b .'S'
"
.en .793 \.100 .H3
.11" 2.110 .11] .851 .5bS .~76 ."61 .6H
<t' .9Ql .8,. 10390 .766 .706 2.2JO • 70l .B3• .S"\ .~66 .~Ib .saQ
<e I.'''" .821 1.210 .7'1 .b92 I.Hn .8H .81b .;;'0 .53" .1>6" .,2l
"
1.570 .783 1.no" .1b8 070' 10.90 .8.1> .11>' .s.o .511> .5." .I>OJ
"
2."~0 .183 1.010 1.030 .r1] 1,]60 • a05 .12• .509 ,'1' .59] ,'26
"
I,HO .1M .9QI 1.52" ,75' 1,280 .e•• .121 .5'S ••~1 .547 .~I>I
'S 1."70 .16] ."01 l.no ,875 \.230 .8]) .689 .S51 ••~I .Sla ,516
"
1."10 .7S, ."36 1.67" 0783 10220 ,19r .116 .559 .470 ,53< ,5]6
"
j .';20 ,H~ .QOO 1.700 .7Ql j,2l0 .S36 .707 .555 .473 ,625 ,558
'"
I.,," ,,;>7 .88J 1.30~ .829 \.<<0 .6<9 .69Z .551 ••55 .803 .589
'"
.QM .eQ5 l.ll " .795 \01<0 .e06 .'7n .531 ••80 .621 .S5<;.' 1.18' ."b5 1.0'0 .10 1,]20 .827 .~5_ .5_5 ._68 ,~9b ,529
1.,10 .Bb] ,128 .841 .658 •• B .5\6
5
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TABLE l.Ie
25011 LANGDON SfC,.; LANGDON IYEAR 1971 NU~BER
"
DAYS ~lTli OAT A: m MEAN=
.332 MINIMUM .
.02A MUIMI)M b.2!>2 (CUMECS I
"" '" "" "" '" "" "" ""C 'CO ''" "0' '"' '" I.IBS .098 ol 00 dO" .01>1 .0"0 0122 0120 .120 .03\ • Ob5 olZ•.1.<'8 .252 • I~] .096 .059 • OJ) .019 ,104 .186 .030 • Db" oil".221 .410 0109 .0\15
.051 .031 .059 ,823 .204 .030 .073 oll)0182 ol7l .)00 010\ .04b .030 .053 1.291 olJ4 .032 .544 01\110108 dJS • IH) oIl8
.0"0 .031 .0,,5
."31> ,088 .030 I.Ob1 .133
• 2.2\12 .1IB 01\1\1 0100 .056 .043 .0)9 .4JJ • OI:>l> .027 .459 0111 I, 1>.252 0109 .5"5 • 082 .063 .057 .035 .531 • 054 .029 1.406 .097• 1.758 .099 .8"1 .082 .050 ,045 .033 ,SOli .0411 .OJ4 .411 0\27, .950 • 08b .4"9 .06b .043 .043 .0)3 ,495 .0<03 .09\ .le" 01 j I
'"
.282 • 075 0318 .059 .053 .038 .032 .HS .040 .098 .141 .0<,1.,
"
.1!!>5 0109 '''61 .052 .041> .857 .029 oIJI .038 0131> 0132 .080
"
.132 4.061 .268 .048 .040 .261> .02ll • 100 .036 .0 I • die • le~ I" .l.a .860 0191 .046 .OJ8 .162 .021> •• 703 .035 .072 0114 ,)74,. ,j 19 .733 .37" .0.3 .036 0165 .026 3.750 .038 .O5~ .0\11> ';>88" 0110 '''22 .210 .0.1 .034 .096 .025 ••60 .0.0 .102 01 00 .202
"
dOl .242 01" 7 .049 .036 .331 .025 .200 .036 .357 0144 .11>2
"
.098 018. .226 .047 .037 0161 .024 .130 .035 1.273 1.11" .151
"
.1>18 ••52 2.19" .045 .038 .259 .0?4 .096 .033 3 •• 35
.348 .140 I" 1.088 .670 2.331 .039 .033 .854 .025 .075 .032 2.1>91> .154 l.367" .657 1.851 I. 037 .038 .033 .n8 .026 .0&0 .031 .742 .304 .501" 2.053 .605 .55. .035 .030 .837 .03/10 .052 .030 .111>5 .697 .262
"
.372 .234
.382 .034 .033 .363 .0)3 .0.9 .030 .404 .332 0168
"
.504 .176 .751 1.777 oJ13 oJ44 .049 .048 .030 .223 .424 .144
"
1.923 .172 1.575 2.456 0148 .094 0193 .046 .030 01 75 .798 oJ 31>
I"
.8114 0152 .468 .320 .087
.09" .37b .041 .0211 .136 ".559 013&
"
.360 012·8
./1040 0180
.051 ol38 .215 .038 .034 0110 .501 0118
"
./1011 dll .242 0I3e
.043 dll .149 .035 .038 .095 1.326 .201
"
./1063
• lO3 0187 0104 .037 .134 .089 .0/108 .033 .079 0321 0140
"
.273
.154
.09/10 .037 .917 .059 1.707 .037 .Oll 0174 .112
"
0191 01/106
.080 .052 .231 .041> .545 .036 .077 0I3e .099
"
.137 0115
.050
.057
.225 .072 .21>1
"TABLE l.Id I
37021 1l0MAN
"
80UN05TEAO
YEAR 1971 NUMBER
"'
DAYS WITH OAT A:
'"
MEM,: • 204 MINiMUM . .Ob1 MAXIMUM l.ll79 lCUMECSl I'" '" ftll "'AI< "" "" ""' ""' ,co '" "0' '"' '"
,
.530 .b78 .294 .2111 olbl 0113 0115 .090 .091 .091 .097 .IB5,
.432 • 3~0 .3&1> .208 0153 0105 .114 .092 .01111 .092 olOI .163,
.31>6 .4<'4 0333 0\90 ol"J .099 .109 .154 .090 .092 olOO 0121 I• .327 .420 .303 .194 0140 .097 doe ol06 .090 .092 .0911 0146, .192 .401 .278 .183 ol37 ol04 .103 .153 .0110 .093 0128 ol/lo3,
.238 0385 .275 .1110 .134 0106 .104 .107 .089 .0119 .I 15 0152,
.836 db2 .258 .174 .225 0105 .099 .131 .087 .091 .118 01 38
• .884 .3!>? .260 .110 .16/10 .099 .0119 ,J07 .084 .091 ,j 08 ol35,
.452 .332 .248 ,jll 1 ol48 0103 .0811 .100 .083 .090 ,J 02 ol3" I'" .443 0332 .220 0152 0142 .172 .084 .110 .085 .0'15 ol Ul 0133" .422 .314 .224 .11>1 0133 .138 .082 ol 00 .090 .0'12 .097 ,j 30
"
.319 .304 .221> • I~l ,]24 .p8 .095 .099 .0~5 0135 ,J OS .127
"
.271 .303 .226 .lb3 ,]14 01 13 .091 .105 .066 .220 .108 .l18
"
.176 .290 .226 .168 0117 .446 .0111 .1\1 .089 .088 .101 .l2"l
"
.305 .281 .235 • 1&6 .]40 .290 .088 .098 .087 dOli • 095 0123
I" .2!>2 .284 .220 .183 .Ibb .\25 d03 .094 .085 0120 .104 ,]23" .252 .380 .257 • 1~5 .142 .141 .Ob7 .092 .085 .148 .100 .121" .091 .501 .371 .160 oJ 34 .253 .087 .093 .0116 0I3J .175 .1l9
"
.440 .449 .355 • 158 012• .21111 .0112 .095 .082 .\27 .]32 .]77
"
.544 .434 .350
• l58 oil II .4b7 .088 .159 .087 .017 .178 .1.8
"
.81& .404 .35.6 0155 01 15 .253 .09b .131 .085 .\07 .278 .]37 I" .798 .344 .3b6 0153 .122 oJ23 .097 .114 .085 .104 .226 011>'"" 1.679 ,JOb .2?l .275 0133 .141 .091> .110 .098 .101 .2l4 .2411" 1.518 .)07 .260 .232 oIJ2 oJ32 .0911 .103 .102 dOl .1113 .203
"
1.067 .247 0254 .252 011>7
.\2" 0117 .097 .091 .099 .161 .\ 71
"
1.390 .234 .2"5 .225 .141 0164 0103 .100 .107 .100 .\86 dOl
"
1.400 .246 .221 .11>1 .151 .073 0102 .093 .1"9 • 097 .I 1" ol4 ..
"
.8 .... .260 .22b .167 • HI .\3J .\ 17 .092 0102 .097 ,"91 .\43 I" .10·0 .225 .11>5 0129 01 II> 0105 .0114 .094 .097 .)17 0144" .7'19 .211 .lb4 ol/lo6 0111 0103 .093 .091 .097 .286 .\73
"
.882 .206 ,]24 .084 .093 .095 01 76
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1.3 PLOTTING FLOW IlJRATION CURVES FRO'1 DAILY FLON DATA
The steps for preparing flow duration curves from the data of Tables l.la
to l.ld are given in Section 2 of this manual
8
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I 1.3 PLOTTING FLOW DURATION CURVES FROM DAllY FLOW DATA
I
I
I
Figure 1.3 is ~n example of the flow duration curve produced by the Institute
of aydrology data processing system. Note the use of a logarithmic discharge
axis and a Normal probability scale for the abscissa. Apa~t from the line
labelled 1 d~y which is the conventional curve, Figure 1.3 shows curve~ produced
for other durations in days. These are assembled fram consecutive overlapping
periods which are produced in the processing s~he~~ by first passing a moving
average of the desired duration through the data. The moving average data are
treated in precisely the same manner as daily data. The interpretation of the
curves is, for example, that the average flow of 95% of lO-day c~nseeutive
periods is greater than 38% of the average discha~ge.
I Section 2 describes a manual method by which one day flow duration curves maybe developed from the daily flow data.
I
I
River Pang 1968 -1976I =,~com m:::: ~:~
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I t·.,,\ PERCENTRGE OF TIME DISCHRRGE EXCEEDED
I
I FIGUU 1.3 AUTOMATED FLOW DURATION PLOT FOR RIVER PANG
I
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1.4 OUTLINE OF ESTIMATION PROCEDURE
I
I
I
The basic recommendations for dr~ing flow duration curves are given opposite. For
purposes of practising the pPOcedures we shall depart somewhat from these recommen-
dations. Thus a~though there are some 8 years of data avai~ab~e at each of the
example sites, Section 2.2 describes the construction of the flow duration eurve from
a single year's data. Moreover, having used a single year, the data have not been
standardised by the average discharge Of that year. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 pursue
this same process but show the use of axis transformation to produce a more linear
p~ot.
Section 2.5 describes the procedure which is most suited
in which the data are standardised by the average f~ow.
method to be used for durations other than one day.
10
to automatic data processing
Section 2.6 describes the
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1.4 OUTLINE OF ESTIM4.TlON PROCEWRE
The procedure for estimating the flow duration curve depends on the availapility
of data at or near the site qf interest. Figure 1.4 outlines three basic approaches
and the corresponding sect~on of this manual to us~. The technique based on
catchment characteristics refers to the C~tchment Characteristic estimation manual
- Report No. 3 of this series.
I
I
I
I
IFLOW DURATION ~URVE I
Sailed on Ba.ed on Using
catchment
flow dala characlorlstlcs local dell
[seclion 21 [stlctlon 31 hectlon 4)
IEstimating "elchmanl eharaeterijllti\:,S II Estlll'lltlon manual ~o.3 I
FIGVllE 1.4 OUTLINE OF ESTIMATIQN
PI\OCEDlJ.RE
Which of these three procedures t9 use or combination thereof, depends on the amount
of data available! Suggested guideltnes for q given length of record are summarized
in Table 1.2 and described below.
Technique to U~e for give~ recorq lengths
I
I
I
I
I
More than ten years
Two to ten years
Less than two years
TAl!LE 1. 2
Records of this length need no adjustment or standardisation as
this period of data will probaply provide a sufficiently
accurate flow duration curve.
Divide the daily flow d~ta by the average flow over the period
of record before analysis. This overcomes to a great extent
the departures due to wet or dry years. The conversion to the
long term flow duration curve is made using an estimate of long
term average flow as describeq in Report 3, Section 2.5
Use Sectiops 3 aRd 4 of this manual, also refer to sections of
Report 3 for use of Short records for Base Flow Index and ADF
calculations.
guio.elines to
even though a
Subsequent
I
I
I
I
I
I
Years of record Technique Section Nos
> 10 Use data in cumecs 2
2-10 Express data as • ADF 2 3
type curve check
< 2 WI fx:om data 4
No data BFI from geology 3
The worked example for the Pang which fqllows departs from the
extent that flow units with and without adjustment are adopted
year1s data, 1970, alone, has been employed for illustration.
subsections described opposite also depart from the guidelines.
the
single
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2. , CON$TRUCTION OF FLOW lXJRATION CU'lVES ON I,.INEAR GRAPH PAPI;R
SeLeot aLass i~tervaLs ta simpLify the taLLying prooedure and oompLete rabLe 2.1b
using the daiLy data frOm rabLes 1.lb-d.
TABLE 2.1b Prepar~tiQn of flow duration data for FalloCh, Lang~on, Roman catchments
I
I
I
I
I
I
(l)
CLass
intervc;xL
awneos
!2J
raUy Of
days in
cl.(lSS
intepvaZ
(3)
rotaL in
alqss
intel'VaZ
!4!
NUJ7Iber greater>
than bottom Of
a.i.
(5)
Perc~ntag~ gpeaue~
than bottom of c.i.
F ~ coL(4) X 100
L
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
A simpLe graph of coLIS) ~ainst the Lo~er bound of the oLass intervaL oan be draun
on linear paper.
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2 The gauged catchment case
I 2.1 CONSTRUCTION OF FLOW IlJRATION CURVE ON LINEAR GRAPH PAPER
I
I
I
The data are sorted into constant width class intervals (ei) which are expressed
in discharge units, and values selected for convenience in tallying. For the
River Pang the discharge experienced in 1970 (see Table l.la for. data) range
from about 0.2 to 1.6 cumees. Table 2.1a shows the procedur~ where for the Pang
a class interv~l width of 0.10 cumees was selected (column 1). Each day's
discharge is assigned to its appropriate class interval and a tally made
(Table 2.1a column 2) of the number of days in that interval. The total number
of days in each ci is then found (Table 2.1a column 3) and the number of days
above the lower limit of each ci is entered in column 4 and then expressed
as a percentage exceedence in column 5 by dividing ~he entry in column 4 by the
tot~l number of days in the record (365 for the example of the Pang) and
multiplying by 100.
I TABLE 2.1a Preparation of flow' duration data for Pang catchment
(5)
Percentage greater
than bottom of ci
I
I
(1)
Class
interval
curnecs
(2)
Tally of
days in
class
interval
(3)
Total in
class
interval
(4)
Number greater
than bottom of
c1
col (4)
P = l: x 100
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
15-J.61 I t 0-1.7
1. 4..1. 5 I \ 'l- 0 .:J>.~:~._.
1.3-1. 4 Q ••:b_~ .._ ..... _._.. '2.. ,,$...
1. 2-1. 3 I ._.___ ....~.L ..._ .._._---3._~._.._.__~q.. ,.~:;!,.-. _
1.1-1. 2 1 ....._._~.L.. It ..._L· 1<;1.
. .LQ::.L 1 +m 5;1...... ..a .. I+:7
_-9.....2:- 1 0 Wt IoHt ,I ! 1. .. ~.__._.....lL S . 75
.9.8-9.9 "" ..~ ..__---1.£.. _..3.b __ 'L~.81>. ----
0.7-0. 8 ~L!l:!L,~_~ ~~\ ..~_~_J\l..\ .. _ _.!L!±. 80 11 ·92~'7 !Itt H11 u.rr '"tl ~- Mrt \.HfHtl \11'\ UI1-U#"S 5 I !;S. -,._~_..-:q]
O.5-Q.6.MtfM'fJ~I4:+t',l.Hf.H:!t'WIII !g ~ l.t7 _....:..1:t9 .__
0.4-0.5 U!t; !HI ¥if Htt~~ _lt0 1\3 S8 . 2,6
9. 3-9.4(j!1!"" _ __ ...... )>-.2. RO 1% --.:S:>.QO..__k
'
.1J _
9.2-9.3(........ _ -- -':"!.'.l!'..4 ... _.]...~l>'>...._ ... .1"".. ceQ
E = 365
The values from column 5 are plotted directly against the corresponding lower
bound of column 1 on linear graph paper. However if lognormal probability paper
is used the flow duration curve often approximates better to a straight line.
This preferred method is explained in sections 2.2 and 2.3
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2.2 DRAWING LOGNORMAL GRAPH PAPER
Asswning that only linear graph paper is available, drCM up the discharge and
probability axis on Figure 2.1b following the scheme opposite.
FIGURE 2.Ib ANNUAL FLOW DURATION CURVE FOR FALLOCH, LANGDON, ROMAN CATCHMENTS
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2.3 TRANSFORMING DATA AND PLOnlNG ON LOGNORMAL GRAPH PAPER
Using the data from colwnns 1 and 5 of Table 2.1b, make the logarithmic and
probability transformations as outlined opposite by completing Table 2.Jb and using
the formulae for x from a given probability of Section 2.2.
14
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If the appropriate graph paper is not available then the following method can be
used to construct it. The probability axis is drawn such that the scale is
linear in standard deviation x either side of the mean and for each value of x
a corresponding value of P, the exceedence probability expressed as a proportion
is given by
DRAWING LOGNOR!'1AL GRAPH PAPER
I
I
I
I
I
I
2.2
p r
x
1
I2TI
-x'/2
e dx
I must be found. Tables of x values from given P values (expressed as a percentageexceedance probability) are available from which Table 2.2 has been extractedfor commonly required P values.
x signum (p-l/2) {1.238t (1 + 0.0262t)}
Table 2.2 can be produced using accurate iterative techniques for obtaining x for
any P. However the following direct solution gives adequate accuracy where p
is the probability expressed in proportional terms:
Probability Normal Probability Normal Probability Normal
P% variate P% variate P% variate
x x x
99.99 3.715 90 1.280 5 -1.645
99.95 3.290 80 0.840 2 -2.055
99.90 3.090 70 0.550 1 -2.325
99.8 2.875 60 0.255 0.5 -2.575
99.5 2.575 50 0.000 0.2 -2.875
99 2.325 40 -0.255 0.1 -3.090
98 2.055 30 -0.550 0.05 -3.290
95 1. 645 20 -0.840 0.01 -3.715
10 -1.280
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TABLE 2.2
where
signum
t
lalues of x corresponding to commonly required P values
(p-l/2) + 1 where p > 1/2, -1 where p < 1/2.
{-In 4p(1-P)}~
I
Figure 2.1a shows the probability axis P, linear in terms of the normal variate
x. The ordinate scale is drawn such that it is linear in the logarithms of
the discharge.
I 2.3 TRANSFORMING DATA AND PLanING ON LOGNORMll.L GRAPH PAPER
I
I
I
To plot the flow duration curve on the lognormal probability paper, the logarithms of
the flow of column 1 of ~able 2.1a and the reduced variate x from the percentage excee-
dence of column 5 must be calculated. Table 2.3a shows the transformation of the Pang
data using the relationship between x and p from Section 2.2. Column 6 is then plotted
against column 2 on Figure 2.la.
15
Transformation of Falloch, Langdon, Roman data for lognormal
probability plot
. TABLE 2.3b
!lJ
Class interval
~ObJer bound
(2)
Logari thm of
~ObJer bound
~og ("O~. 1)
(3)
p = P!100
(4)
4p{l-p}
(S)
t
(6)
x
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
P~ot "o~umn (6) against "o~umn (2) on Figure 2.1b.
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TABLE 2.3a Transformation of Pang data for lognormal probab111 ty plot
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Class interval Logarithm of p P/100 4p(1-p) t x
lower bound lower bound
log (col.l)
1.5 . IS · 00'2.7 · 0\08 2..11.9 -2:78\
1.4 . IS
· ooS$ · 02.1~ J ·qSS ·2 '01+11
1.3 ,,,
· ooSS · O:llq I ·qr;S -2·Stt.lf
1.2 '0' '001). · 031.-" 1·8 SI. ~2·1I0.J
1.1
'0'" '0 I 10 • OLi-,H' / .. " , -2·Z.Q¥
1.0 '00 -0 2.~'" ·oq"'tt- , • sZq -J·q6q
0.9
- 'oS" '051C .2.1". I -1360 -I'sSO
0.8 - '/0 -Oq •• · 3S'S' I· 0''''1 -I· 293
0.7 - 'IS · 11 q 1
'''8 .." o· 6o'b -0- ."S"
0.6 --:1.2 · 3 bCf" • q 3 2.1 O'~bS; -0·3303
0.5 - <~o · ttl '1-0 ·qqn o· 05'2. -0.0("",+&
0.4 -·40 '511310
." ~o (3. H:,q 0'1.1 0 1
0.3 - 'S2. '30~7 'h33" 0'1>'" O·gCI,
0.2 - ·70 "0000 0-0000
I FIGURE 2.1a ANNUAL FLOW DURATION CURVE FOR PANG CATCHMENT (cumecs)
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2.4 ALTERNATIVE METfnDS FOR DRAWING THE CURVE
(aJ Using logarithmic class intervals
I
I
ASSEMBLING DATA AND CHOICE OF CLASS INTERVALS
Assemble data from period of record required from Table 1.lb-d. The ADF value is
computed fop each case using the period of interest. For the three caseS these are
Station Period of record ADF cumecs
Nonnally the range of discharge encountered and sensitivity of the graph dictates
class interval choice - the current example useS the system descriged opposite with
equal logarithmic class intervals.
Complete as much of column (3) of Table 2.4b as is necessary by conversion to % ADF
units using the above value of ADF.
Falloch
Langdon
Roman
1971
1971
1971
5.145
.332
.204
I
I
I
I
CALCULATION OF EXCEEDENCE PROBABILITY
A tally of the days within the class interval is entered into column {4}. The
number of days is entered into column (5). The number of days with discharges in
excess of the topmost limit can be obtained by subtraction fpom the total number of
days in the year. Column (6) accumulates column (5) and column (7) expresses column
(6) as a percentage of the total number of days of the year. Column (B) shows the
reduced variate x for the value of P in column (7).
I
•DRAWING LOGNORMAL GRAPH PAPER AND PLOTTING DATA
Plot column rB) as abscissa against column (2) as ordinate on Figure 2.2b. If log-
normal paper is available this can be done directly. Assume here~ however~ that
only linear paper is available to practise the construction of the scales. An x and
P scale is formed following the scheme opposite and making use of Table 2.2. The
logarithm of the % ADF class interval upper boundary is simply one-tenth of the class
interval numbers of column (1) in this instance~ eg log 1.26 .1 etc.
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2.4 ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR DRAWING THE CURVE
(a) Using logarithmic class intervals
The technique outlined above is suitable for manual construction of the flow
duration curve. The following technique is suitable for computer based data
processing systems, the main difference being in the discharge axis where a loga-
rithmic division of class intervals is used and flow is expressed as a percentage of
the average flow. The latter transformation enables curves to be compared more
easily by reducing the effect on the slope and location of the flow duration curve of
differences in catchment area, average rainfall or of the occurr~nce of higher or lower
than average flows during the recorded period. This method· was used for all the flow
duration curves used in the Low Flow Study.
The procedure used for assigning class intervals was to divide the range of discharge
into 30 class intervals on a logarithmic basis from 1% ADF (average daily flow) to
1000 % ADF. The upper limit of the ith class interval as shown in column 1, Table
2.4a is antilog {C.l(i)} in % ADF units and the lower limit is antilog .l(i-l).
These are the figures shown in column 2 (for illustration, column 3 shows the class
interval boundaries converted to curnec units). The ADF value to be used is calculated
from the same period of record as used in deriving the curve. For the Pang, and for
the calendar year 1970 this is 0.517 cumecs. Having converted each daily discharge to
a % ADF, the computer program finds the logarithm of this discharge, multiples this
value by 10 and assigns it to a given class interval by finding the integer equivalent
of,this real number.
This procedure was designed primarily for large scale automatic data processing but
other equally valid class interval boundaries can be used to detail particular flow
ranges or to simplify the numerical operation. The calculation of exceedence probability
and the transformation to calculate x from p follows the procedure outlined in section
2.3. Table 2.4a shows the steps in this procedure and the graph of column 8 against
the logarithm of the class interval boundary is shown in Fig. 2.2a.
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nGURE 2.2a FLO'II DURATION CURVE FOR PANG (% ADF)
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TABLE 2.4b Preparation of flow durationeurve data for Falloch, Langdon, Roman
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
o.i. Boundary of alass Tally of Total Number Percentage x
no intervals days in in greater greater
% ADF cumeos alass claSB than than from
interval interval bottom bottom
of a.i. of a.i. p
1000.00
30
794.33
29
630.96
28
501.19
27
398.11
26
316.23
25
251.19
24
199.53
23
158.49
22
125.89
21
100.00
20
79.43
19
63.10
18
50.12
17
39.81
16
31.62
15
25.12
14
19.95
13
15.85
12
12.59
11
10.00
10
7.94
9
6.31
8
5.01
7
3.98
6
3.16
5
2.51
4
2.00
3
1.58
2
1. 26
1
1.00
20
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
c.i. Boundary of class Tally of Total Number Percentage x
no. intervals days in in greater greater from
% ADF cumecs class class than than
interval interval bottom bottom
of c.L of c.L P
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TABLE 2.4a Preparation of flow duration curve data for Pang
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1000.00 5.170
30 794.33 4.107
29 630.96 3.262
28 501.19 2.591
27 398.11 2.058
26 316.23 1.635
25 251.19 1.299
24 199.53 1.032
23 158.49 0.819
22 125.89 0.651
105 '05 ~g -- 551.
21 .II+f' 14It wtrllll')ltOott.Hfl~ ......"" >IIf>I'I'f 60 '65
'"100.00 0.517
~, \2.4
20 ~ U+r Jttt UtI: ....,....,...-"", "" 4~ :<CH 5779.43 0.411 175
19
_ ................. ...,. ..... >Ifl__..... "'1 5_ 468 73 . 6 11
63.10 0.326
18 *"'.t<IlIfll'IMI'HtTltltwr.>llt..lltt,.l/lf"~1 61 ,,~- gO 1-2.8450.12 0.259
17 .IIoIf""JUt-y;riol'ltJllt.ll't»ft1 36 365 10039.81 0.206
16 31.62 0.163
15 25.12 0.130
14 19.95 0.103
13 15.85 0.082
12 12.59 0.065
11 10.00 0.052
10 7.94 0.041
9 6.31 0.033
8 5.01 0.026
7 3.98 0.021
6 3.16 0.016
5 2.51 0.013
4 2.00 0.010
3 1.58 0.008
2 1. 26 0.007
1 1.00 0.005
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(b) Ranking flow data
The data can be ranked foLLowing the scheme opposite and pLotted on Linear or Log
normaL graph paper.
I
I
I
I
I
now duration curves for different durations can be produced by passing a moving
average through the data and treating this derived data set in the way outLined
in Seotions 2.1 - 2.4. The method is best suited to using a computer.
The j10w duration curves overleaf allow comparisons to be drawn between the
flow variabiLity behavior of the three praotioe oatohments. It oan be seen from
Fig. 2.3b (Rivers FaLLooh and Langdon) that the Longer the time period that the
data is averaged over~ the less steep the flow duration curve. These results
are typioaL of oatohments having high annuaL average rainfan and impermeabLe
geoLogy. The third oatohment, that of the River Roman, having a Lower annuaL
average rainfaLL and a permeabLe geoLogy has a muoh smoother hydrograph and
therefore shows very LittLe differenoe in the position of the curves with the
data averaged over different durations.
2.5
2.6
CURVES FOR DIFFERENT DURATIONS
CURVES FOR DIFFERENT TIME PERIOD(
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Any time period can be used for producing the curVe - particular years~ seasons
01" months.
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(b) Ranking flow data
The data are ranked, Q
1
being the lowest and Q
n
the highest discharge.
The ith ranking daily flow is assigned an exceedence probability P = (N-i)/N.
Qi is then plotted against Pi as in Section 2.3. For samples of data longer than one
year the improvement in accuracy given by this method will not be observable on the
scale of paper used and the ranking of all the data is laborious.
I 2.5 CURVES FOR DIFFERENT DURATIONS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Sections 2.1 to 2.3 as described apply to daily data. Flow duration curves can be
prepared for other durations, for example 10 day flows. This will in general require
computer evaluation because of the considerable data handling that is involved.
The method consists of deriving a hydrograph whose values are not simply daily discharges
but are average discharges over the previous 10 days. Thus the entry for January 1 1970
is in fact the average discharge over the period 23rd December 1969 to 1st January 1970
inclusive. Each day's entry can then be treated in the way described in previous sections.
Another way of looking at this process is to regard the derived data as the outcome of
passing a moving average of 10 (or in eneral D) days duration through the daily data.
o Values of 1, 5, 7, 10, 30, 60, 90, 180 and 365 days were adopted as standards in the
Low Flow Study. Curves drawn for these time periods are shown on Figure2.3awhich are
typical of rivers having smooth hydrographs.
PERCENTRGE OF TIME DISCHRRGE EXCEEDED
.. " ",., ".'''.'",.,. ...."
FIGURE 2. 3a
I
I 2.6
FLOW DURATION CURVE FOR PANG FOR DIFFERENT DURATIONS
CURVES FOR DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS
I
I
I
The most frequent requirement is to produce a FDe for all the recorded data on record.
Other requirements for FDCs for individual years, or for summer and winter months
separately, or sometimes for particular months, eg all Junes.
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3.1
The ungauged catchment case
INTROnuCT ION
~hiS section desc~ibes how the flow duration curve of any duration can be estimated
t th7 ungauged s~te. The method is based on the relationship between the flowdurat~on curve and catchment characteristics. The latter include catchment rainfall
stream length and a base flow index (BFI) which can be estimated from catchment '
geol0?y and are described in estimation manual No.3. The methods can however be
~sed In conjunction with flow data by for example using estimates of BFI from data
In preference to geology-based estimates. The procedures for estimating the curve
for any duration 0 is divided into three components, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
I
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ESTIMATION PROCEDURE FOR UNGAUGED CASE
I
I
I
I
I
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(a) estimation of the 95 percentile from the 10 day flow duration curve, Q95(10)
expressed as a % ADF. This locates point A on the diagram which has in this
example a discharge of 10% ADF. This calculation is explained in section 3.2
and is referred to as the External relationship (with catchment characteristics) .
(b) estimation of the 95 percentile for durations other than the 10 day dura-
tion to give Q95(D). This locates po~nt B on the diagram which in this example
has a value of Q95(D) of 50% ADF. This calculation is described in section 3.3
and is referred to as the Internal duration relationship.
(c) estimate a percentile other than the 95 percentile, QP(D) (eg Q70(D) = 80%).
This locates point C on the diagram which has a value of 80%. This is described
in section 3.4 and is referred to as an Internal frequency relationship.
If only the 95 percentile 10 day discharge is required, then both steps (b) and (c)
can be omitted. If the 95 percentile 10 day value is required, step (c) can be omitted.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
I
I
I
I
I
The basic steps in the estimation prooedure are explained on the prev~ous page.
The f~ow duration curve wi~~ be estimated using BFI [rom catchment geo~ogy
(Report No.3) to construct the entire curves. An alternative procedure
wou~d be to use BFI [rom 8 months ~ow data (Report No.3, section 3.1
If on~y Q95(1O) is required, steps b and c can be omitted, while if Q95(D)
is required step c can be omitted.
3.2 EXrERNAL RELATIONSHiP
The example catchment is in hydrometric area .....•....• and therefore
in region Substituting the catchment characteristic values into
the appropriate equation:
I
I
I
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/Q95!1O)
Q95(10) =
/,--
% ADF
+ /--- I
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I 3.2 EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIP
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table 3.1 shows the regression equations to use in various regions of the country
shown in Fig. 3.2. The equations give an estimate of the 95 percentile
from the flow duration curve,Q95{lO) in units of % ADF. SAAR is the 1941-1970
standard average rainfall in rom and BFI is the catchment's baseflow index which
is estimated at the ungauged site from catchment geology.
TABLE 3.~ Regional external relationship regression equations
Eqn Hydrometric Equation Q95(10) =
areas
1 1-19, 84-97, 104-108 7.60 IBFI + .0263 ISAAR - 1. 46
2 20-25, 27, 6B-83, 103 7.60 IBFI + .0263 ISAAR - 1.84
3 45-67, 102, 201-223 7.60 IBFI + .0263 ISAAR - 2.16
4 26, 28-33 11.9 IBFI + .1l5 ISAAR - 8.03
5 34-44, 101 8.51 IBFI + .0211~ - 1. 91
I
I
I
I
I
I FIGURE 3.2
Eqn. Hydrometric Are.s.
1-19,84 - 97,104-108
2 20- 25,27,68-83, 103
3 45 - 81,102,201- 223
4 26,28-33
5 34-4",101
KEY MAP TO EXTERNAL REGIONAL RELATIONSHIP
I Using equation 5 (the Pang catchment is in hydrometric area 39) and a value ofBFI =0''1'0 and L =2"1 km
I
I
I
so
iQ95 (10)
Q95(10)
8.51 ,Io·qo + .0211 126·'1 - 1. 91
6·2. 73
39·35 %ADF
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3.3 INTERNAL RELATIONSHIP (DURATION) I
therefore: I--------------- ------------- ----------For the catchment SAAR = and Q95(10) is
The foZZowing can be compZeted using the Q95(D) expression opposite
These vaZues may be pZotted on Figure 3.4b
GRADQ95 =
I
I
I
I
I
I
% ADF
180
- 2.11
9060
- .194 /
3010
.0230 /
1D
1 + (D-10)GRADQ95
Q95(D)
3.4 INTERNAL RELATIONSHIP (FREQUENCY) I
Q95(10) is % ADF so the foZZowing type curves are oaZcuZated from
the express~on-oPPo$7te
For the oatohment oompZete the tabZe of Q95(D) and TC.
I
Faotors to be appZied to Q95(D) are read [rom Figure 3.3 and entered on the
taMe overZeaf.
D
Q95 (D) %ADF
Type curve, TC
1 10 3D 60 90 180 I
I
I
I
I
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3.3 INTERNAL RELATIONSHIP (DURATION)
Having estimated Q95(lO) the next step (if required) is to estimate the 95
percentile flow for the duration of interest.
This process of obtaining Q95(DJ is in two steps: the first is to obtain the
gradient or rate of change of Q95 (DI/Q95 (101 with D, (GRADQ95); the second is to
use this gradient to calculate Q95(D).
The gradient is obtained from the equation:
0.0230 ,SAAR - 0.194 IQ95(10) - 2.11
The variable GRADQ95 is then substituted into the equation:
to give the 95 percentile flow of any duration, D, in % ADF units.
I
I
I
log (GRAOQ95)
GRAOQ95
Q95 (0)
0.0230 172.2. - 0.194 /3<1"35
- 2.-7089'
0'0019'5
(1 + (0-10) .GRADQ95)) .Q95(10)
- 2.11
I
I
DURATION D
Q95 (01
1 10
39'-3'5
30 60 90 180
52-39 (% ADF)
I
I
I
3.4 INTERNAL RELATIONSHIP (FREQUENCY)
The process of obtaining flow duration percentiles other than 95 consists of
multiplying Q95(D) by a factor that is read off a particular type curve from
Fig. 3.3. The type curve is determined solely by the value of Q9S(D) using
TC nearest integer [10 log {Q95(D) as % ADF}]
Find the multiplying factor, r, from Fig. 3.3 equal to QP(D)/Q95(D)
I For the Pang for Dby 30 days Q95 (D) = -40-88 and so the type curve is given
I
I
I
I
TC nearest integer [10 log 40-68] "'" 16
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Calculation of flow of other percentiles QP{D)
Complete the following table using the results of Section 3.4 and Figure 3.3 factors:
D TC P
20 60 99.9
1 r
---:--
QP(l} %ADF
D
-----
r
QP(D) %ADF
10 r
QP(10) %ADF
30____r
QP(30) %ADF
60 r
----
QP(60) %ADF
90 r
----
QP(90) %ADF
180___r
QP(180)%ADF
The % ADF values of QP(30) should be added to Figure 3.4b to complete the
synthesised flow duration curve for that duration.
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The following factors can be obtained:
These points and others are plotted on Fig. 3.4a
I
I
I
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fIGURE 3.3 TYPE CURVES AND FREQUENCY RELATIONSHIP FOR FLOW DURATION CURVE
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I
Label Fig 3.4b in aumea units.
3.5 CONVERTING TO ABSOLUTE UNITS
rIGURE 3. 4b FLOW DURATtON CURVE FOR FALLOCH, LANGOON, RO'1AN
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20 40 80 80 90 95 98 99
Percent.ge of Time Disch.rge Exceeded
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0
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0
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-
2
Using Report No.3, aaZcuZate the average flow IADFJ from rainfaU and evaporation
data.
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I FIGURE 3.4a FLOW DURATION CURVE FOR PANG CATCI*NT
I 3.5 CONVERTI NG TO ABSOLUTE UN ITS
I
I
Each step of the estimation procedure expresses discharge in terms of the % ADF.
The final stage in the estimation procedure requires the estimation of the average
discharge to the site of interest. A number of different techniques for doing this
are described in report No.3; they are based on one of two approaches. The first
uses rainfall and evaporation data, the second is based on recorded flow data at or
near the site of interest.
I
I
From report No. 3 the average flow for the Pang estimated from catchment
characteristics is 1·2.1..0 cumecs. The scale of Fig. 3.4a is then calibrated
in curves where 100% ADF = 1·2.20 cumecs. 10% ADF = 0·122. cumecs etc.
I
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ISuppose that data at the site had yie~ded a va~ue for the mean annua~ 1 day
minimum MAM(l) of:
(Ca~cu~ate va~ues of MAM(1) fram Seotion 2.1 of Report 2.2)
USING RELATlONSHIPS'llETWEEN FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE AND FLOW DURATION CURVE4.1
(F) (L) (R) % ADF
I
I
I
I
I
The first step is to oonvert these to MAM(10) va~ues. I
~og10 (GRADMAM)
GRADMAM
MAM(lO)
=
_________/ {1 - 9 x } = % ADF
I
I
The second step is the ~inking re~ationship between the f~ow duration and flow
frequency cUY',Ves.
IQ95(10) 0.9351 + 0.0299 ,I - 0.693
% ADF
I
I
As a check on the results, Fig. 4.1 may be used. Xhis is an overall average and
omits the effect of climate. The va~ue obtained trom Fig. 4.1 is _
% ADF
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4 Use of local data
I
I
In this chapter a number of methods of incorporating short or discontinuous data
sou~ceS are demonstrated.
I 4.1 USING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE AND FLOW DURATION CURVE
I
I
If a record of the lowest 1 day flows experienced in each ye~r for, say 5 years
is available, the mean annual minimum obtained from that dat~ enables another
estimate to be made of Q95. As the relationship between the flow duration and
flow frequency curve has been developed for the 10 day duration statistics,
it is necessary to convert from the 1 day to 10 day mean annual minimum.
Using principles from Estimation Manual 2.2, Section 3.3, the following relation-
ships are used:
I MAM(J.O) MAM(1)/{1-9 x GRADMAM}0.00842/SAAR - 0.148 ,IMAM(J.) - 1.61
I which is SUfficiently accurate for present purposes.For the pang:
I 10g10 (GRADMAM)
.'. GRADMAM
= 0.00842 ,1722 - 0.H8 ,137-5"3 - 1.61
:;:: O·OO512Lj..
I MA/1(J.) = 37·53 from Report 2.2, table 2.3,.'. MAM(10) = 3753 /{1 - 9xo<J0512} 3'9,31+ % ADF
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
:rhe linking relationship between the flow duration and flow frequency curve
is:
,IQ95 (10) 0.935 ,IMAM (10) + .0299 ,ISAAR - 0.693
,IQ95 (10) 0.935 ,I 3'3" + .0299 ,I7n - 0.693
Q95 (J.O) 35-70 % ADF
35
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4.2 USING CURRENT METERINGS I
Draw up the flow duration curve on Fig. 2.1b using the foZlowing current metering Q
Aand same day discharges QB at the analogue site.
Fop the Falloch use the Endpick Watep as an analogue station (ADF ~ 6.098)
Fop the Langdon use the Tees as an analogue station (ADF ~ 7.600)
Fop the Roman use the Stoup as an analogue station (ADF = 2.776J
The l-day dupation cUPVes fop the analogue station ape shown in Figupe 4.2 and
ape used to estimate FB [rom QB,
FIGURE 4,2 ANALOG FLOW DURATION CURVES FOR PANG, FALLOCH, LANGOON, ROM4N
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I 4.2 USING CURRENT METERINGS
I
I
A programme of current meterings carried out at the site of interest can enable
a reasonable alternative answer to the synthetic procedure to be found. The
meterings, at least 10, should be reasonably distributed over a period of a
season, not all crowded into a few days, should cover as much of the flow
range as possible and should be carri~d out or adjusted with due regard for
diurnal variations. The method is described below and is particularly valuable
for small catchments as it overcomes the doubts about ADF and BFI assessment.
I
I
I
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
choose a gauged analogue catchment (B) with well established l~day
flow duration curve and similar catchment geology - BFI comparisons
are useful here;
at site of interest (A) measure discharge QA with current meter;
note percentile, P , (from flow duration curve Fig. 4.2)
corresponding to Bflow QB at analogue catchment on the same day;
plot QA against P• B
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
For the Pang catchment, th~ following current meterings, Q , were taken and same
day discharge at station~B, the Kennet at Theale, QB are sftown below. The averageflow for the Kennet at Theale 9.442 cumecs and is used to convert to % ADF units
for reading PB from Fig. 4.2.
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Date of Falloch (Endrick) Langdon (Tees) Roman (Stour)
current
Q
B
FBmetering QA QB QB FB QA QB Q FB QA QB
(cumecs) %ADF (cumecs) %ADF (cumecs) %ADF
1/5 .71 1.327 .07 1.352 .17 3.587
16/5 8.91 .925 .04 2.210 .20 1.831
1/6 3.25 2.339 .04 2.295 .13 1.425
16/6 .74 .780 .26 6.067 .10 3.356
1/7 3.68 .932 .13 2.875 .13 1.080
16/7 .77 .708 .02 3.115 .10 .620
1/8 4.89 4.843 .13 4.397 .10 .936
16/8 .47 1.577 .19 3.690 .09 .889
1/9 12.13 4.230 .11 2.730 .09 .915
16/9 .59 1.069 .04 2.787 .09 .804
1/10 2.31 1. 263 .03 2.609 .10 ;868
16/10 9.98 11.568 .41 6.596 .14 1.899
The current metering QA is then plotted against percentile FB on Fig. 2.1b.
4.3 USE OF A SI{)RT PERIOD OF CONTINUOUS DATA
One year of data or less
Calculate BFI using Section 3.1 of report 3 thus bypassing the need to estimate
BFI from geology.
OR
Establish a graphical correlation between the discharge at site of interest Q
Iand discharge at long term analogue station (QA)'
QI = a + b QA
where a and b are estimated from the common record.
The flow axis QA Of the flow duration curve can then be relabelled in terms of QI'
4.4 USE OF MONTHLY DATA
~se monthly flo.w duration curve estima.te Q~5 C1 month] = Q95 (30). Thereafter use~nternal durat~on and frequency relat~onsh~p Of Section 3.3 and 3.4.
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Date of Current Disch~rge on Discharg~ on PercentiJ,.e on
cu:r:r;ent metering Kennet QB Kennet Q KeMe:!;. J?Bmet~rin9 QA cumeos cumecs " • 1'IPF i3
l.5 .63 lLlOO H7 34
l6.5 .67 9.630 l02 39
L6 .52 7.360 78 56
l6.6 .30 6.460 68 63
L7 .43 6.060 64 68
l6.7 .34 6.060 64 68
L8 .33 5.440 58 n
l6.8 .30 4.870 52 80
L9 .27 4.590 49 84
l6.9 .29 5.380 57 75
l.lO .24 4.420 47 88
l6.LO .27 4.220 45 93
The current metering Q~ is plotted againstper~ent;leP F" 2 'fi . Y ~ .~ on ~gu~e.ia.
4.3 USE OF A SHORT PERIOD OF CONTINUOUS PArA
If a ne~rby analogue catchment with an established flpw duration curve is
available then the ~ischarge at the site ot inte~est can be corr~lated with
the discharge at the long term station. ~e di~ch~rge a~is at the long
term fLow duration curve can be relabelled with the discharge estimated
from the short p~riod correlation.
4.4 USE OF MJNTHLY PATA
If only monthly fiow data are available but da:Lly baseel statistics are !:,equi:red, t~e
~esult Q95 (30) from daily data ;'s equal to Q95 (1 month) ~~om month;Ly "ata oan be
u~ed, to obtaip an estiIllate of Q95 (30) .
------------~~-------
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